
HPC01

HPC01PQ: Hydraulic Diagram

The PQ type diagram is useful for sequential motion in automation, normally the PQ manifold feeds an array 
of ON-OFF directional valves, regulating the common flow and the max pressure. PQ system allows just 
sequential asynchronous movements. Typical applications are: personal lift equipment, small cranes,...

The Manifold (1) contains a 3rd way pre-compensator (2) wich is sensing pressure across the proportional 
flow regulator (4). The proportional pressure relief valve (3) is limiting the max pressure allowed on the 
system. Pressure sensors (5, 8 rated for 300 bar) sense Delivery line (P) or Load Sensing Line (the other line 
being plugged); pressure sensor (9) is rated for max 5 bar and senses the return line pressure.
They are installed and electrically connected inside the manifold to the Logic controller. The Electronic 
Programmable controller drives the proportional valves according to the application software.

HPC01: the Hydraulic Process Controller is a Mechatronic element to be 
integrated into Hydronit power pack. It consists of an aluminium manifold 
with a proportional Flow regulator, pressure compensated, piloted by a 
proportional pressure relief valve. The hydraulic system is developed for 
the well known P/Q regulation methods and it includes a Load Sensing 
port to be connected with LS proportional valves. Additionally, the 
manifold hosts a programmable electronic controller with double 
processor, local Input and Output such as:
· Software configurable Analog / Digital Input
· Software configurable PWM / Current / Digital Output up to 5 Amps
· Two independent CAN-BUS lines
· Indipendent Logic and Power electric supply for safety configuration
· Internal WDO

HPC01 is supplied with 9-32V and it is able to drive up to 35A of loads, 
matching the most common automotive standards.
HPC01 can control DC or AC electric motors through CAN-BUS lines on 
through ON-OFF signals
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SECTION B

HPC01PQ with proportional meter-in Flow and Pressure controls
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HPC01

HPC01LS with Load Sensing

HPC01**: Hydraulic Diagrams with Load Sensing and no proportional valves:

By replacing the Proportional Flow Control valve or/and the Proportional Pressure Relief valve with the 
related manual adjustment valves, and plugging/unplugging the LS lines, additional hydraulic configurations 
are available as well.

HPC01 is equipped with SAE08 normalised cavities in order to offer the maximum flexifibility in 
configuration. 

The Built-in controller is available on request as a stand-alone controller offered in a ABS BOX, with a design 
wich allows local electronic installed as close as possible to the actuators.
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HPC01LSP: Hydraulic Diagram LS type:

The LS type diagram is useful for simultaneous motion in automation, normally the PQ manifold feeds an 
array of Proportional or ON-OFF LS pre-compensated valves, regulating the common flow and the max 
pressure in the classic LoadSensing architecture. Contemporary movements are possible.

The Manifold (1) contains a 3rd way pre-compensator (2) wich is sensing pressure across the proportional 
flow regulator (4). The proportional pressure relief valve  (3) is piloting the max pressure allowed on the 
system. Pressure sensors (5 and 8 rated for 300 bar) sense Delivery line (P) and Load Sensing Line (the 
other line being plugged), pressure sensor (9, rated for max 5 bar) senses the return line pressure.
They are installed and electrically connected inside the manifold to the Logic controller. The Electronic 
Programmable controller drives the proportional valves according to the application software.

SECTION B

HPC01LSP with LS and proportional Pressure control
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HPC01**: Hydraulic Diagrams with meter-in proportional Flow control

By replacing the Proportional Flow Control valve or/and the Proportional Pressure Relief valve with the 
related manual adjustment valves, and plugging/unplugging the LS lines, additional hydraulic configurations 
are available as well.

HPC01 is equipped with SAE08 normalised cavities in order to offer the maximum flexifibility in 
configuration. 

The Built-in controller is available on request as a stand-alone controller offered in a ABS BOX, with a design 
wich allows local electronics installed as close as possible to the actuators.

HPC01Q with proportional meter-in Flow control
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HPC01

the Digital Architecture of HPC consists in a double processor 
architecture, ready for safety applications up to SIL2 as per IEC61508 
(it requires specific software and certifications, available for quantities). 
Each processor shares Input and Output lines with the other.
The software, developed with CoDeSys, is uploaded in both 
processors and in case of incongruency, the hardware Watchdog stops 
all movements preventig dangerous unattended movements. The 
Electronic controller built in the HPC is equipped with two CAN BUS 
lines, in order to have a fast and reliable communication of the 
Hydraulic Power Pack with a centralised control or, eventually, with 
Input peripherals or sensors. HPC is able to directly drive up to 12 ON-
OFF or Proportional valves with up to 2A current, with a power supply 
voltage of 9 to 32VDC. Two additional ON-OFF Outputs are suitable for 
current up to 5A.
Each Output is equipped with current sensing: this simplifies the cable 
harness by reducing the number of fuses and reducing installation time.
The logic supply circuit is independent from the power circuit in order to 
easily connect emergency circuit breaker while keeping on the logic: 
this extends data logger possibilities of the system, for a better reliability 
and troubleshooting capabilities.
Twelve multistandard inputs allow the connection of voltage or current 
sensors and ON-OFF proximities or keyboards
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